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A combined crossed molecular beam and
theoretical investigation of the reaction of the
meta-tolyl radical with vinylacetylene – toward
the formation of methylnaphthalenes†

Tao Yang,a Lloyd Muzangwa,a Ralf I. Kaiser,*a Adeel Jamalb and Keiji Morokuma*bc

Crossed molecular beam experiments and electronic structure calculations on the reaction of the

meta-tolyl radical with vinylacetylene were conducted to probe the formation of methyl-substituted

naphthalene isomers. We present the compelling evidence that under single collision conditions 1- and

2-methylnaphthalene can be formed without an entrance barrier via indirect scattering dynamics

through a bimolecular collision of two non-PAH reactants: the meta-tolyl radical and vinylacetylene. The

electronic structure calculations, conducted at the UCCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pVDZ//UM06-2x/cc-pVTZ +

ZPE(UM06-2x/cc-pVTZ) level of theory, reveal that this reaction is initiated by the barrierless addition of

the meta-tolyl radical to the terminal vinyl carbon (C1) of vinylacetylene, via a van-der-Waals complex

implying that this mechanism can play a key role in forming methyl-substituted PAHs in low

temperature extreme environments such as the low temperature interstellar medium and hydrocarbon-

rich atmospheres of planets and their moons in the outer solar system. The reaction mechanism,

proposed from the C11H11 potential energy surface, involves a sequence of isomerizations involving

hydrogen transfer and ring closure, followed by hydrogen dissociation, which eventually leads to 1- and

2-methylnaphthalene in an overall exoergic process.

1. Introduction

In recent decades, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
and their derivatives such as (partially) hydrogenated PAHs,
substituted PAHs, and their cations have been regarded as key
interstellar molecules due to their ubiquitous abundance in the
interstellar medium (ISM).1–3 Accounting for up to 20% of the
interstellar carbon budget, PAH-related compounds (hydro-
genated species, ionized species, clusters) were reported to be
potential carriers of the unidentified infrared bands (UIBs)1,4,5

in the far-infrared (far-IR) region of the electromagnetic spectrum
and of the diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs)6–9 in the near-IR,
visible and ultraviolet (UV) regions. These features are linked to
the energy equilibration through UV absorption and IR emission
as well as the ionization balance through the interaction with the
electrons and ions in the interstellar medium.1 Their spectro-
scopic signatures as well as the formation – destruction cycle of
PAHs10 might provide a detailed record of PAH evolution in the
ISM. However, PAHs still remain mysterious not only in their
precise spectroscopic assignments (not a single, individual PAH
or its derivative has been assigned in the ISM),7 but also their
detailed formation and destruction mechanisms have remained
elusive to date.11

In terrestrial environments, the environmental concerns
of PAH emissions have increased dramatically, especially in
the fast-developing counties.12–14 Carbonaceous material repre-
sents one of the major classes of atmospheric aerosol particulate
matters (PM) and is produced at an annual emission rate of nearly
108 tons via the combustion of fossil fuels and biomass burning.15

As toxic byproducts of the combustion processes, PAHs as present
in fine particulate particles of sizes equal or below 2.5 mm are
likely to be inhaled into lungs16 and, therefore, are classified
as carcinogenic17–19 and mutagenic.19,20 More complex PAHs
of molecular weights above 500 amu are thought to be the
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precursors of soot particles, whose annual production is estimated
to be close to 107 tons.21 The absorption of PAHs and soot particles
into soils and sediments can also dramatically change the bio-
degradation rates of sediment-bound chemicals.22 Furthermore,
PAHs are considered as severe air and marine pollutants23–25 that
further contribute to the global warming.26 Anthropogenic influ-
ences on the PAH emissions also require us to fully apprehend
their formation and destruction mechanisms under combustion-
like conditions.

The molecular growth processes initiated with the monocyclic
structures including the phenyl radical (C6H5) and benzene (C6H6)
are suggested to be important in PAH formation mechanisms.27,28

Thereby, simple PAH species such as indene (C9H8) and naphtha-
lene (C10H8) were generally proposed to be formed via the hydro-
gen abstraction-acetylene addition (HACA) mechanism (phenyl or
phenyl-like radicals involved),28–30 phenyl addition-cyclization
(PAC) with unsaturated hydrocarbons31–37 and cyclopentadiene
(cyclopentadienyl) self-reactions.38–40 Recent studies associated
with phenyl radicals and unsaturated hydrocarbons allene (C3H4),
methylacetylene (C3H4), 1,3-butadiene (C4H6) have clearly revealed
that indene,41,42 1-methylindene (C10H10),42 and 1,4-dihydro-
naphthalene (C10H10)42 can be formed in a high temperature
chemical reactor under combustion-relevant conditions. For
the first time, the facile formation of the naphthalene molecule
through the reaction of the phenyl radical with acetylene (C2H2)
in the chemical reactor further validates the HACA mechanism
under combustion conditions.43 In recent years, our group has
also initiated a systematic investigation on PAH formation via
the crossed beam reactions of the phenyl/phenyl-type ( para-tolyl,
C6H4CH3) radicals with C3-, C4- and C5-unsaturated hydrocarbons
under single collision conditions at collision energies of around
50 kJ mol�1, and successfully identified indene (phenyl with allene/
methylacetylene), naphthalene (phenyl with vinylacetylene (C4H4)),
1,4-dihydronaphthalene (phenyl with 1,3-butadiene), 2-methyl-
naphthalene (C11H10, para-tolyl with vinylacetylene) and dimethyl-
dihydronaphthalenes (C12H14, para-tolyl with isoprene (C5H8)).
These exoergic reactions are initiated through the barrierless
formation of van-der-Walls complexes via the phenyl/phenyl-like
radicals addition, followed by isomerization such as cis/trans
isomerization, hydrogen migration and cyclization, which even-
tually lead to the formation of bicyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
accompanied by hydrogen losses. In this work, we present our
crossed beam studies on the reaction of yet another phenyl-type
radical – the meta-tolyl radical – with vinylacetylene to elucidate
the formation of methylnaphthalenes in a single-collision event
(Fig. 1). This de-facto barrierless reaction enables us to gain further
insights on the synthesis of methyl-substituted PAHs in extreme
environments (combustion flames and interstellar medium).

2. Experiment and theory

We studied the bimolecular gas phase reaction of meta-tolyl
(C6H4CH3; X2A1) with vinylacetylene (H2CCHCCH; X1A0) in a
universal crossed molecular beam apparatus at the University
of Hawai’i at Manoa.44–47 The primary meta-tolyl radical beam

and the secondary vinylacetylene beam were generated in sepa-
rate reactant chambers. In order to obtain the primary radical
beam, helium gas at a pressure of 1.8 atm (99.9999%; Airgas
Gaspro) was bubbled through the liquid meta-chlorotoluene
precursor (C6H4CH3Cl; 98%; Sigma-Aldrich) contained in a
stainless steel bubbler; this mixture was then introduced into a
piezo valve (Piezo Disk Translator; part number P-286.23; Physik
Instrumente) operating at 120 Hz with pulses 80 ms. The helium
seeded molecular beam of the chlorotoluene (0.1%) was then
photolyzed by a spherically-focused 193 nm laser pulse of an
1 mm by 4 mm elliptical spot emitted from a Physik Compex 110
Excimer laser operating at 60 Hz and pulse energy of 18 � 2 mJ.
The supersonic beam containing the meta-tolyl radicals was then
collimated by a skimmer of 1 mm diameter prior to entering the
reaction chamber. A four-slot chopper wheel rotating at 120 Hz
was located after the skimmer and selected a portion of the
meta-tolyl radical beam with a well-defined peak velocity (vp) and
speed ratio (S) (Table 1). In the secondary reactant chamber, a
pulsed molecular beam of 5% vinylacetylene seeded in argon gas
(99.9999%; Airgas Gaspro) released at a backing pressure of
550 Torr operating at 120 Hz and a duration of 80 ms was released.
Since both reactant beams are pulsed and have different velocities,
we had to optimize the time delay to allow maximum overlap
of the pulsed and hence optimum scattering signal. Here, the
secondary beam was triggered 40 ms after the primary beam, while
the laser was triggered 170 ms after the primary beam.

Fig. 1 Formation of (methyl-)naphthalenes via the crossed beam reactions of
phenyl-type radicals (phenyl, para-tolyl, meta-tolyl) with vinylacetylene.

Table 1 Primary and secondary beam peak velocities (vp), speed ratios (S),
collision energy (Ec) and center-of-mass angle (yCM) for the reaction of
meta-tolyl (C6H4CH3; 91 amu) with vinylacetylene (H2CCHCCH; 52 amu)

Beam vp (ms�1) S Ec (kJ mol�1) yCM

meta-Tolyl 1593 � 15 8.3 � 0.4
Vinylacetylene 611 � 20 8.0 � 0.8 48 � 3 12.3 � 0.4
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We then recorded reactive scattering signal exploiting a triply
differentially pumped quadruple mass spectrometer coupled to a
Daly-type detector. The neutral products were initially ionized in
the ionizer at an emission current of 2 mA and an electron energy
of 80 eV. The ions of the desired mass-to-charge (m/z) then pass
through the Extrel QC 150 quadrupole mass spectrometer before
they are accelerated to the aluminum coated stainless steel
cathode operating at �22.5 kV. The electron cascade is then
repelled toward an aluminum-coated organic scintillator even-
tually initiating a photon cascade, which is detected by a Burle
photomultiplier tube (Model 8850) and a Stanford Research
System SR430 multichannel scalar with a discrimination level of
1.6 mV. We collected, integrated and normalized angular-resolved
time-of-flight (TOF) spectra, and extracted the laboratory angular-
dependent distribution at specific m/z ratios. We further extracted
on the scattering dynamics employing a forward-convolution
routine to obtain two center-of-mass (CM) functions: the transla-
tional energy distribution P(ET) and the angular distribution
T(y).48–50 The product flux contour map I(y,u) = P(u) � T(y) was
generated to represent the differential cross section of the
proposed reaction.51

To explore the C11H11 potential energy surface computation-
ally in order to propose a reaction mechanism that leads to
products, optimized geometries, vibrational frequencies, and
zero-point vibration energies (ZPE) of reactants, intermediates,
transition states, and products of the reaction of meta-tolyl
radical with vinylacetylene were obtained using the hybrid
density functional UM06-2x54,55 with the correlation-consistent
cc-pVTZ basis set56,57 calculations. Vibrational frequency calcula-
tions with one imaginary frequency confirms that the stationary
point is a transition state. Calculations of the intrinsic reaction
coordinate (IRC) confirms that the transition state connects two
intermediates. The optimized Cartesian coordinates of the reac-
tants, intermediates, transition states, and products were used in
single-point coupled cluster UCCSD(T)-F12b calculations58,59 with
the cc-pVDZ basis set; the E(UCCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pVDZ//UM06-2x/
cc-pVTZ + ZPE(UM06-2x/6-cc-pVTZ)) energies are accurate within
10 kJ mol�1 (Table S1, ESI†). To determine if there is a submerged

barrier that forms a van der Waals complex whose energy lies
below the energy of the reactants, a relaxed potential energy scan
of the reaction coordinate in 0.1 Å bond length increments
between the separated reactants and the initial collision complex
was performed at the UM06-2x/cc-pVTZ level of theory. Each opti-
mized Cartesian coordinate was used in single-point E(UCCSD(T)-
F12b/cc-pVDZ/UM06-2x/cc-pVTZ + ZPE(UM06-2x/6-cc-pVTZ))
calculations for consistency in computational methods used
throughout this work. The GAUSSIAN 0952 and MOLPRO 201253

programs were used for ab initio calculations. The forward and
reverse energy-dependent rate constants k(E) were obtained
using the Rice–Ramsperger–Kassel–Marcus (RRKM) theory
assuming the internal energy E as a sum of the collision energy
and the energy of the chemical activation. The density of states
was computed within the harmonic approximation.60 The micro-
cannonical rate constants were then used in solving Ordinary
Differential Equations (ODE) via the steady-state approximation,
giving product branching ratios at different collision energies.61

The optimized geometries, vibrational frequencies, forward and
reverse rate constants, and product branching ratios are given
in the ESI.†

3. Experimental results

Reactive scattering signal was searched at mass-to-charge ratios
(m/z) of 143 (C11H11

+), 142 (C11H10
+), 141 (C11H9

+) and 128
(C10H8

+) for the reaction of meta-tolyl (C7H7; 91 amu) with
vinylacetylene (C4H4; 52 amu). The TOF spectra at m/z of 142,
141 and 128 depict identical pattern after scaling. This finding
implies that signal at m/z = 141 and 128 originates from the
dissociative ionization of the parent molecule (C11H10) in the
electron impact ionizer of the detector. Also, within the signal-
to-noise, TOFs at m/z = 143 also overlap with those at m/z = 142.
This result implies that no C11H11 adduct is formed, and that
signal at m/z = 143 originates from 13CC10H10. Further, we can
conclude that only the meta-tolyl radical versus hydrogen atom
exchange channel is open within this mass range, and that the

Fig. 2 Selected time-of-flight (TOF) spectra recorded at a mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of 142 for the reaction of meta-tolyl with vinylacetylene. The
circles present the experimental data, the red and blue lines represent the fit for the reactive and non-reactive scattering channel, respectively. The black
solid lines represent the overall fit.
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molecular hydrogen and methyl group loss channels are closed.
Accounting for the signal-to-noise ratio and data accumulation
time, we recorded the TOF spectra of m/z = 142 at discrete
angles from 81 to 221 in a step of 21, and therefore obtained
the respective laboratory angular distribution (Fig. 2 and 3).

A closer inspection of the TOF data suggests that the TOF
spectra portray a bimodal profile holding two distinct maxima
with the relative intensities of the two maxima differing signifi-
cantly within the angular range. Further, the laboratory angular
distribution revealed declining intensity from the angle closest
to the primary beam down to 251. This finding suggests that
signal at m/z = 142 actually originates from two contributions:
non-reactive scattering (fast component) and reactive scattering
(slow component). To verify this postulate, we conducted a non-
reactive scattering experiment between the species in the
primary beam and a neat argon beam (secondary beam); recall
that the secondary beam consists of a 5% mixture of vinyl-
acetylene in argon gas. As a matter of fact, the decay profile of
the laboratory angular distribution and the fast component of
the TOFs could be nicely reproduced by non-reactive scattering
signal from the primary beam, most likely due to the relatively
low purity of the meta-chlorotoluene precursor of only 98%.

Therefore, to unveil the underlying reaction dynamics of the
title reaction, we adopted a two-channel fit of the laboratory
data in the forward-convolution routine to convert the labora-
tory data into two center-of-mass functions: the translational
energy distributions P(ET)s and angular distributions T(y)s
(Fig. 4). Channel one (slow component, left column) accounted
for the reactive scattering signal and exploited a reactant
mass combination of 91 amu and 52 amu; the second channel
(fast component, right column) was fit with a mass combination
142 amu and 40 amu thus simulating non-reactive scattering.

Fig. 3 Laboratory angular distribution for the reaction of meta-tolyl with
vinylacetylene recorded at mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of 142. The solid
circles present the experimental data, the red and blue lines represent the
fit for the reactive and non-reactive scattering channel, respectively. The
black solid lines represent the overall fit.

Fig. 4 Center-of-mass translational energy distributions P(ET)s (top) and angular distributions T(y)s (bottom) in the reaction of meta-tolyl with
vinylacetylene in the reactive scattering channel (left column) and the non-reactive scattering channel (right column), respectively. The hatched areas
account for fits within the experimental error limits.
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In the following section, we only focus on the analysis of the
reactive scattering data. Considering the center-of-mass transla-
tional energy distribution, the P(ET) extends to a maximum
translational energy as high as 299 � 17 kJ mol�1. For those
molecules born without internal excitation, the high-energy cutoff
presents the sum of the absolute energy of the reaction plus the
collision energy; this allows us to determine the reaction to be
exoergic by 251 � 20 kJ mol�1. Further, the P(ET) depicts a
pronounced off-zero peaking between 20 and 40 kJ mol�1; this
finding implies the existence of a tight exit transition state and a
repulsive energy release during the emission of the hydrogen
atom.62 Considering the principle of microscopic reversibility, an
entrance barrier of this order-of-magnitude should exist for the
reversed reaction, i.e. the addition of atomic hydrogen to a closed
shell C11H10 hydrocarbon(s).62 We also estimated the average
energy channeling into the translational degrees of freedom to
be 42 � 3% of the total available energy proposing that the
reaction product(s) is(are) likely formed via the indirect scattering
dynamics.63 Finally, we are analyzing the center-of-mass angular

distribution T(y). Firstly, the T(y) portrays flux over the complete
angular range from 01 to 1801 suggesting that the reaction of meta-
tolyl with vinylacetylene involves indirect scattering dynamics
upon the formation of bound C11H11 intermediate(s).62 Sec-
ondly, the center-of-mass angular distribution depicts a pro-
nounced maximum around 901; this proposes that the hydrogen
emission takes place almost parallel to the total angular momen-
tum vector and nearly perpendicularly to the rotational plane of
the decomposing complex(es) (‘sideway scattering’).51 Lastly, the
angular distribution is forward-backward symmetric with respect
to 901, indicating that the decomposing complex(es) has(have) a
lifetime longer than its(their) rotational period(s).64

4. Computational results

The computational investigation revealed that the reaction of
the meta-tolyl radical (C6H4CH3; X2A1) with vinylacetylene
(H2CCHCCH; X1A0) can take place via the addition of the

Fig. 5 Proposed reaction mechanism based on stationary points on the C11H11 potential energy surface for the reaction of the meta-tolyl radical with C1
carbon of vinylacetylene. Energies for intermediates, transition states, and products are given relative to the reactants energy (in kJ mol�1) at the at the
UCCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pVDZ//UM06-2x/cc-pVTZ + ZPE(UM06-2x/cc-pVTZ) level of theory.
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meta-tolyl radical to any of the C1 to C4 carbon atoms of
vinylacetylene; the reaction mechanisms that leads to products
involve intermediates and the transition states connecting
intermediates on the C11H11 potential energy surfaces (PESs)
are illustrated in Fig. 5–8. Here, we present the energetically
favorable channels leading to products.

The reaction pathway involving the addition of the meta-tolyl
radical to the terminal vinyl carbon C1 of vinylacetylene (Fig. 5,
with numeric labels) holds special distinction compared to the
additions of C2 to C4 of vinylacetylene (Fig. 6–8). This addition
proceeds without an entrance barrier via the formation of
van-der-Waals complex i0vdW residing in a shallow potential
energy well of only 7 kJ mol�1 with respect to the separated
reactants. After overcoming a small barrier of only 1 kJ mol�1,
this complex isomerizes via addition of the meta-tolyl radical
with its unpaired electron to the C1 atom of vinylacetylene
forming the intermediate i1 lying 198 kJ mol�1 below the
energy of the reactants. The succeeding reaction routes are
divided into two general directions, one through the ortho
pathway leading to 1-methylnaphthalene (p1, lying 275 kJ mol�1

below the energy of the reactants), and the other through the para
pathway leading to 2-methylnaphthalene (p2, lying 277 kJ mol�1

below the energy of the reactants). For the ortho pathway, a
1,4-hydrogen migration from C6 to C2 can occur via transition
state TSi1–i5 at a barrier height of 149 kJ mol�1 relative to the
energy of i1, leading to i5 within the ortho tolyl framework.
A cyclization between C4 and C6 of i5 occurs via a low 3 kJ mol�1

barrier height at TSi5–i7 relative to the energy of i5, leading to i7.
Then, a 1,2 H-transfer from C3 to C2 occurs via transition state
TSi7–i9 with a barrier height of 154 kJ mol�1 relative to the
energy of i7, leading to the resonantly stabilized free radical i9.
Finally, a hydrogen atom dissociation from C1 of i9 via transi-
tion state TSi9–p1 at a barrier height of 141 kJ mol�1 leads to
1-methylnaphthalene. The para pathway follows a similar reac-
tion mechanism as the ortho pathway, but involves the para C10
carbon oppose to the ortho C6 carbon. A 1,4-hydrogen migra-
tion from C10 to C2 occurs via transition state TSi1–i6 at a
barrier height of 151 kJ mol�1 relative to the energy of i1, to
produce i6 within para tolyl framework. Cyclization between C4
and C10 occurs via transition state TSi6–i8 at a barrier height of
5 kJ mol�1 relative to the energy of i6, leading to i8. A 1,2
H-transfer from C3 and C2 of i8 occurs via transition state TSi8–i10 at
a barrier height of 158 kJ mol�1 leading to i10. Finally, a hydrogen
dissociation on C1 of i10 occurs via transition state TSi10–p2 at a

Fig. 6 Proposed reaction mechanism based on stationary points on the C11H11 potential energy surface for the reaction of the meta-tolyl radical with C2
carbon of vinylacetylene. Energies for intermediates, transition states, and products are given relative to the reactants energy (in kJ mol�1) at the at the
UCCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pVDZ//UM06-2x/cc-pVTZ + ZPE(UM06-2x/cc-pVTZ) level of theory.
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barrier height of 139 kJ mol�1, leading to 2-methylnaphthalene.
Alternatively, i1 can dissociate a hydrogen atom from C1 to form
1-meta-tolyl-vinylacetylene (p3), residing 38 kJ mol�1 below the
energy of the reactants, via a transition state located 178 kJ mol�1

above the energy of i1. An H-transfer from C1 to C2 of i1 may also
occur, leading to i12 (Fig. 6), but the barrier height leading to i12
(via transition state TSi1–i12) is 18 kJ mol�1 and 16 kJ mol�1 higher
than the barrier heights leading to i5 (via transition state TSi1–i5)
and i6 (via transition state TSi1–i6), respectively.

The addition of meta-tolyl to the C2 carbon atom of vinyl-
acetylene initiates the reaction pathway illustrated in Fig. 6.
After overcoming an entrance barrier of 4 kJ mol�1, intermediate
i2 is formed. This structure undergoes cyclization between C1
and C3 group yielding i11. A hydrogen dissociation from C2 of
i2 can occur, leading to 2-meta-tolyl-vinylacetylene (p4) lying
34 kJ mol�1 below the energy of the reactants, but the barrier
height leading to this product (via transition state TSi2–p4) is
75 kJ mol�1 higher than the cyclization process leading to
i11 (via transition state TSi2–i11). A single bond rupture in the
C2–C3 bond in i11 leads through transition state TSi11–i12 to the
facile formation of i12. A hydrogen emission from C1 of i12 can
occur, yielding 1-meta-tolyl-vinylacetylene (p3), but the barrier
height via transition state TSi12–p3 leading to this product is
10 kJ mol�1 higher in energy than the transition state TSi1–i12

involving a 1,2 hydrogen transfer leading to i1. Alternatively, a
C–C bond formation in the cyclization process between C4 and
C6 or C10 in i12 can occur, forming i25 (via transition state
TSi12–i25) or i26 (via transition state TSi12–i26), respectively. Then,
the transition states TSi19–i25 and TSi20–i26 involving a 1,2-hydrogen
migration have energies that both lie above the energy of the
reactants (4 kJ mol�1 and 2 kJ mol�1 respectively). Therefore, the
reverse process, decyclization of i25 and i26 leading to back to i12,
is the energetically favorable reaction route. As noted above, i12
can isomerize to i1, which then encompasses the PES of the C1
pathways discussed with Fig. 5.

The PES for the addition of meta-tolyl radical to the C3
carbon of vinylacetylene is presented in Fig. 7. After passing an
entrance barrier of 13 kJ mol�1, the collision complex i3
is formed. Once again, a cyclization occurs forming a three-
membered ring, this time between C2 and C4 through transi-
tion state TSi3–i13, leading to i13. A bond rupture between the
C2 and C3 through transition state TSi13–i14 leads to i14. This
intermediate can follow a hydrogen dissociation from C4 via
transition state TSi14–p5 to yield 4-meta-tolyl-vinylacetylene (p5).
However, an energetically favorable isomerization consisting of
a 1,4-hydrogen transfer from C1 to C4 of i14 can occur, leading
to i17 via transition state TSi14–i17. Alternatively, a 1,2-hydrogen
transfer from C3 to C4 in i14 may also occur, but the energy of

Fig. 7 Proposed reaction mechanism based on stationary points on the C11H11 potential energy surface for the reaction of the meta-tolyl radical with C3
carbon of vinylacetylene. Energies for intermediates, transition states, and products are given relative to the reactants energy (in kJ mol�1) at the at the
UCCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pVDZ//UM06-2x/cc-pVTZ + ZPE(UM06-2x/cc-pVTZ) level of theory.
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the barrier lies above the energy of the reactants (transition
state TSi4–i14). Finally, i17 can form a C–C bond with C6 or C10,
forming the resonantly stabilized radicals i19 (via transition
state TSi17–i19) or i20 (via transition state TSi17–i20). A hydrogen
dissociation from C6 of i19 (via transition state TSi19–p1) or C10
of i20 (via transition state TSi20–p2) leads to 1-methylnaphthalene
and 2-methylnaphthalene, respectively.

Finally, the reaction pathway of the meta-tolyl radical addition
to the C4 carbon of vinylacetylene is discussed (Fig. 8). The
resonantly stabilized collision complex, i4, is formed by over-
coming a low entrance barrier of 2 kJ mol�1. Then, i4 either
decomposes through an atomic hydrogen loss channel via transi-
tion state TSi4–p5 to form 4-meta-tolyl-vinylacetylene (p5). However,
a 1,4-hydrogen transfer from C6 to C3 of i4, facilitated by transi-
tion state TSi4–i21 leading to i21, is 58 kJ mol�1 lower in energy
than the exit barrier TSi4–p5. Then i21 can form a C–C bond
between C1 and C6 through transition state TSi21–i23, resulting in
the resonantly stabilized i23. Finally, a hydrogen dissociation from
C1 yields 1-methylnaphthalene (p1) via transition state TSi23–p1 via
an exit barrier of about 20 kJ mol�1. Similarly, a 1,4-hydrogen

transfer from C10 to C3 of i4 through transition state TSi4–i22

leading to i22 is 55 kJ mol�1 lower in energy than the exit
barrier TSi4–p5. The intermediate i22 can then go through a
cyclization process through a C–C bond formation between C1
and C10 via transition state TSi22–i24, leading to i24. Finally,
C–H cleavage from C1 yields 2-methylnaphthalene (p2) through
transition state TSi24–p4 via an exit barrier of 20 kJ mol�1.

5. Discussion

We are now combining the experimental results with the
electronic structure calculations to elucidate the underlying
reaction mechanisms and chemical dynamics. Let us untangle
the likely reaction product(s) first. The electronic structure
calculations reveal five possible products formed in overall
exoergic reactions: 1-methylnaphthalene (p1) at 275 kJ mol�1,
2-methylnaphthalene (p2) at 277 kJ mol�1, 1-meta-tolyl-vinyl-
acetylene (p3) at 38 kJ mol�1, 2-meta-tolyl-vinylacetylene (p4) at
34 kJ mol�1, and 4-meta-tolyl-vinylacetylene (p5) at 77 kJ mol�1.

Fig. 8 Proposed reaction mechanism based on stationary points on the C11H11 potential energy surface for the reaction of the meta-tolyl radical with C4
carbon of vinylacetylene. Energies for intermediates, transition states, and products are given relative to the reactants energy (in kJ mol�1) at the at the
UCCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pVDZ//UM06-2x/cc-pVTZ + ZPE(UM06-2x/cc-pVTZ) level of theory.
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A comparison with the experimental reaction exoergicity of
251 � 20 kJ mol�1 suggests at least 1-methylnaphthalene (275 �
10 kJ mol�1) and/or 2-methylnaphthalene (277� 10 kJ mol�1) are
formed. At the present stage, we cannot exclude that the thermo-
dynamically less stable monocyclic isomers 1-meta-tolyl-vinyl-
acetylene, 2-meta-tolyl-vinylacetylene and 4-meta-tolyl-vinylacetylene
are also formed to a minor amount as well.

A closer look at the potential energy surfaces suggests that
all pathways leading to the formation of 1-methylnaphthalene
and 2-methylnaphthalene involve indirect scattering dynamics
via long-lived C11H11 intermediate(s) as revealed from the
shape of the center-of-mass angular distribution. In cold mole-
cular clouds, where typical translational temperatures of 10 K
prevail, only the barrierless formation of the van-der-Waals
complex followed by addition to the C1 carbon atom via a
submerged barrier leads to i1. The general reaction route
leading to 1-methylnaphthalene from reactants involves i1 -

i5 - i7 - i9 - 1-methylnaphthalene + H, while the general
reaction route leading to 2-methylnaphthalene involves i1 -

i6 - i8 - i10 - 2-methylnaphthalene + H. Furthermore, the
i1 - i5 and i1 - i6 reaction steps involves a 1–4 hydrogen
transfer from the aromatic ring to the C2 carbon of vinyl-
acetylene, yielding a resonantly stabilized free radical on the
aromatic ring. These reaction steps are energetically favorable
over the competing exit channel of i1 - 1-meta-vinylacetylene +
H or any isomerization, including as i1 - i12. The C–C bond
forming ring-closure process occurs at a very low barrier
height and re-establishes aromaticity on the ring. At elevated
temperatures, the addition of the meta-tolyl radical to C2 and

C4 via moderate entrance barriers of 4 and 2 kJ mol�1 leading
to i2 and i4 may also be also feasible, respectively. For meta-
tolyl addition to C4, a similar reaction mechanism leads to
1-methylnaphthalene + H and 2-methylnaphthalene + H,
where, again, a 1,4-hydrogen transfer from C6 or C10 carbon
occurs on the carbon adjacent to the addition site carbon, in
this case C3 carbon.

It is important to highlight that all exit transition states,
transition states: TSi9–p1, TSi10–p2, TSi19–p1, TSi20–p2, TSi23–p1,
TSi24–p2, are computed to have non-zero exit barriers ranging
from 21 kJ mol�1 to 42 kJ mol�1; this finding correlates nicely
with the off-zero peaking of the center-of-mass translational
energy distribution. Further, the hydrogen atoms are disso-
ciated at dihedral angles with respect to the molecular plane of
the decomposing intermediate of 991, 881, and 1031 for transi-
tion states TSi9–p1, TSi19–p1, and TSi23–p1 for the formation of
1-methylnaphthalene, and 1001, 881, and 1001 for the transition
states of TSi10–p2, TSi20–p2, and TSi24–p2 for the formation of
2-methylnaphthalene (Fig. 9). This prediction is in line with the
experimental findings of the ‘sideways’ scattering as evident from
the center-of-mass angular distribution. The calculated branching
ratios are reported from the reaction routes leading to products
from meta-tolyl radical addition to C1 of vinylacetylene. Therefore,
only the reaction steps that lead to 1-methyl-naphthalene + H,
2-methyl-naphthalene + H, and 1-meta-tolyl-vinylacetylene + H
are considered. The formation of 1-methyl-naphtalene + H in
the 0–60 kJ mol�1 collision energy range is 63.0–67.5%, while
the 2-methyl-naphtalene + H branching ratio is 37.0–31.9% in
the same collision range (Tables S2 and S3, ESI†). The formation

Fig. 9 Computed dihedral angle between the molecular plane of the nascent 1-methylnaphthalene (top) and 2-methylnaphthalene (bottom) and
dissociating H atom at the transition states from the intermediates i9, i19, and i23 (top) to i10, i20, and i24 (bottom).
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of 1-meta-tolyl-vinylacetylene + H is negligible and accounts for
the remainder product branching ratio. This is attributed to the
slightly lower barrier height of the 1,4-hydrogen transfer from the
ortho C6 carbon versus the para C10 carbon.

We would like to make comparison of the computed results
for the present meta-tolyl radical reaction with vinylacetylene to
the recently published results for para-tolyl radical reaction
with vinylacetylene.65 The most favorable reaction pathway for
both reactions is initiated by forming a van-der-Waals complex
on the terminal vinyl carbon atom (C1) of vinylacetylene, before
the subsequent reactions take place through a submerged
barrier for addition of para- and meta-tolyl radical and form
para- and meta-tolyl-vinylacetylene adducts, respectively, with
the radical center at the C2-position of the vinyl group. The
subsequent reaction steps proceed with energies staying below
those of the reactants, indicating that reactions of both para-
tolyl and meta-tolyl with vinylacetylene can take place at very
cold environment. For the meta-tolyl radical with vinylacetylene
reaction, as seen in Fig. 5, the vinyl radical center of the initial
adduct i1 can abstract a hydrogen atom in two ways. One is
abstraction of a hydrogen atom from C10 to form i6, which
cyclizes to form i8 and, after 1,2-hydrogen atom transfer and
H-atom dissociation leads to the product 2-methylnaphthalene.
The other is H abstraction from C8 to form i5, which cyclizes to
form i7 and, after 1,2-hydrogen atom transfer and H-atom
dissociation, leads to the product 1-methylnaphthalene. In
contrast, for para-tolyl radical with vinylacetylene reaction,
the vinyl radical center of the initial adduct can abstract a
hydrogen atom only in one way; abstraction of a hydrogen atom
from the meta-tolyl position giving a resonantly stabilized free
radical as an intermediate, which cyclizes and, after 1,2-hydrogen
atom transfer and hydrogen atom loss, leads to the product
2-methylnaphthalene exclusively.

6. Conclusion

We conducted a crossed molecular beam study of meta-tolyl
radicals with vinylacetylene at a collision energy of 48 kJ mol�1.
These experiments were merged with electronic structure and
RRKM calculations of the C11H11 potential energy surface. Our
investigation provided convincing evidence that two methyl-
substituted PAHs – 1- and 2-methylnaphthalene – can be
formed via indirect scattering dynamics through a bimolecular
collision of two non-PAH reactants: the meta-tolyl radical and
vinylacetylene. In low temperature environments such as in
cold molecular clouds at 10 K, this reaction is initiated by the
formation of a van-der-Waals complex followed by addition of
the meta-tolyl radical to the vinyl (C1) carbon via a submerged
barrier. The reaction mechanism based on the PES show that the
energetically favorable reaction channel involves the formation of
the initial collision complex or adduct and a 1,4-hydrogen transfer
from the ortho or para carbon of tolyl radical to C2 of vinylacetylene.
Then, a low barrier ring-closure process takes place, followed by a
1,2-hydrogen transfer, and finally dissociation of a hydrogen atom
leading to 1-methylnaphthalene or 2-methylnaphthalene,

respectively. This barrierless route, addition to C1 of vinylacety-
lene yielding 1- and 2-methylnaphthalene, has strong implica-
tions to the formation of methyl-substituted PAHs in extreme
environments such as in the interstellar medium and in
hydrocarbon-rich atmospheres of planets and their moons in
the outer Solar System. This experiment demonstrates a facile
synthetic pathway to alkyl-substituted PAHs such as 1- and 2-
methylnaphthalene in cold molecular clouds even at tempera-
tures as low as 10 K potentially populating the interstellar
medium with species responsible for the broad 3.4 mm feature
in the unidentified infrared emission bands.
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